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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Face recognition are very important nowdays, we can find it in our daily routine like 

our phone. They’re very usefull to unlock our phone using face detection, and now there are 

home security using this face detection. Our face have major role for our social interaction, we 

can know many kind of faces. As we know, today we use camera as a security camera that we 

place at our house (at many spot). This CCTV very useful to know who is the people that 

detected by the camera, as a young man we can know who are these people but for our mother 

or elderly they not as fast as the youngster cause of their vision. That’s why I want to help not 

only the elder to know by recognize the face that already detected from CCTV, but they can 

know that the person are family members or not. 

One of the solution to complete by using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This 

is part of Deep Learning that useful to check facial similarity. Dataset that  use for training the 

image about 500 image that contains stranger faces and family member faces. This are the 

minimum amount  

For the final result, this research want to give description for the family member and 

stranger that catch by the security camera. This is the best solution because it make the elder 

easier to know who are the family member from security camera detection. 

  

1.2 Problem Formulation 

Based on the background above, the problem that I want to solve has to be specified 

below: 

1. How to train 500 image? 

2. How to recognize that they are family member or stranger? 
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1.3 Scope 

This project just for security at personal property to know the family member and 

stranger that are caught by the security camera. It’s not the time to give it at big company or 

police department.  

 

1.4 Objective 

The goal for this project are to make the family member who want to check their 

security camera a lot easier cause they get to know the description of the person who are 

detected by the security camera, is the person are their family member or stranger. 

 


